Shopping Tourism
TOUR-OPERATORS BROCHURE

3 Day Tour
Pasión Flamenca
Time

Description of the Activities

09:30 a 10:00

Group reception at their arrival at Córdoba. The Group will be
accompanied by a professional guide during the whole day.

10:30 a 10:45

Transfer to the Viana´s Palace.

10:45 a 12:30

“Show and Sale of Cordovan Jewellery”. The show consists in a
brief presentation of Jewellery made in Córdoba. Visitors will enjoy
a show of the products and a place to purchase them. During the
visit coffee and pastries will be served.

12:30 a 12:45

Transfer to Francisco Tamaral´s Show.

12:45 a 14:00

Francisco Tamaral´s Show.

14:00 a 14:15

Transfer to lunch.

14:15 a 16:00

Lunch at the “Bodegas Campos” restaurant, where typical
products from Córdoba will be enjoyed.

16:00 a 16:15

Transfer to the “Mezquita-Catedral”.

16:15 a 17:15

Guided visit to the “Mezquita-catedral”, the most important
monument from the Occidental Islam, and one of the more renown
worldwide.

17:15 a 17:30

Transfer to hotel.

17:30 a 18:30

Free time.

18:30 a 19:00

Transfer to the “Yeguada”, a horse breeding farm.

19:00 a 19:45

Visit the “Yeguada”. The visitor will be immerse in the world of the
horse and will get to know all the sides of it. From the traditional
use of the “Garrocha” to drive bulls and cows, to the sharp dance
with a flamenco dancer, passing through the magnificent
movements of the equestrian ballet. All these in astonishing
natural location surrounded by the “Sierra Morena” hills.

19:45 a 20:30

Transfer and visit to Almodóvar´s Castle.

20:30 a 22:30

Dinner at the Almodóvar´s Castle.

22:30 a 23:00

Transfer to hotel and end of the first day.
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09:00 a 10:00

Breakfast at the hotel.

10:00 a 10:15

Transfer to the Dance Academy.

10:15 a 11:45

“Dance Workshop”. The workshop will start with a video about
traditional Andalusian dance. Afterwards an experienced teacher
will teach and dance with the visitors different types of dance,
giving them the opportunity to be part of the experience.

11:45 a 12:00

Transfer to Juana Martín´s Atelier.

12:00 a 13:45

Show at Juana Martín´s Atelier and the “Casa de las Guitarras”.

13:45 a 14:00

Transfer to lunch.

14:00 a 15:45

Lunch at the “Bodegas Mezquita” restaurant, where typical
products from Córdoba will be enjoyed.

15:45 a 16:00

Transfer to Ramón García Romero´s house.

16:00 a 17:15

Guided visit to Ramón García Romero´s house.
Visitors will enjoy a worldwide unique exhibition about leather
goods, carried out with the Omeya´s techniques according to the
original “guadamecíes”.
The museum shop will be visited at the end of the visit .

17:15 a 17:30

Transfer to the Arab Baths.

17:30 a 19:00

Visit the most emblematic Arab Baths from Córdoba. Visitors will
enjoy a relaxing bath and massage surrounded by a unique
ambience. The perfect experience to disconnect and let yourself
travel to the past.

19:00 a 19:15

Transfer to the Alcázar of the Christian Monarchs

19:15 a 20:00

Guided visit to the “Alcázar” of the Christian Monarchs, a solid wall
fortress and palace that contains a big part of Córdoba´s
architectonical evolution.

20:00 a 20:45

Equestrian show at the “Caballerizas Reales”.

20:45 a 23:00

Transfer and dinner at the “Alcázar” of the Christian Monarchs.

23:00 a 23:15

Transfer to hotel and end of the second day.
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09:00 a 10:00

Breakfast at the hotel.

10:00 a 10:15

Transfer to the Viana´s Palace.

10:15 a 12:15

Matilde Cano´s Show. The show will consist on a brief presentation
of Matilde´s work and designs.
Visitors could purchase any of the shown products in the places
set-up for the purpose.
During the visit wine and iberian ham from Córdoba will be served.

12:15 a 12:30

Transfer to the “Patios de Córdoba” or “Judería”.
Visit the “Patios”.
The most symbolic neighbourhoods in the old town of the city
open up their hidden treasures for visitors to have a look around,
at a time when blooming flowers turn the patios into beautiful
domestic gardens.

12:30 a 13:15

Visit the “Judería” (Jewish quarter).
Around the “Mezquita-Catedral”, towards north and west, lays the
neighbourhood of “La Judería”. With narrow stone pavements,
where light and silence prevail. This place, known as the historic
city centre, is the ideal place to walk and enjoy the art and popular
architecture.

13:15 a 13:30

Transfer to lunch.

13:30 a 15:15

Lunch at the restaurant “El Churrasco”, where typical products
from Córdoba will be enjoyed.

15:15 a 15:30

Transfer to pick up the luggage.

15:30 a 16:00

Transfer to point of departure and goodbye.

Code

COCOM 2015003-01

Price/person

1300 €

Contact us
+ 0034 957 656 852
info@becomecordoba.com

www.becomecordoba.com

